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A layman's guide to preform a simple ceremony of blessing or consecration for a home or building.

Rev. Swope with his years of training and experience has made a system by which the novice can

custom make a ceremony for all needs and occasions. From the simple blessing to the consecration

of a place and exorcising any evil entity, this easy to read book is all the lay person needs to

preform the ceremony.
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Dear Reader,Having been in the field of Spiritual liberation for many years as an ordained

clergyman, I looked forward with anticipation to this book's arrival to my home. After reading it, was

sorely disappointed. It contains numerous errors in grammar and spelling. Not something one would

have expected from a professional work. Many of the prayers in the book were copied from older

Catholic prayer books in English and in Latin. Lots of the advice is not sound. There are much better

books available. Catholics have been in the Exorcism business since 30 AD. Find Catholic

resources if you want the real McCoy.

Hi, I am an Australian Pastor and from the time I recieved this book 48 hours ago I have already

used it three times.It has given me tools and processes that are Biblical and effective. We followed

the prayers and procedures contained in it here at Church and as we did so we experienced

phenomenon that we were unaware was in the Church, and most importantly dealt with it.As a

minister who gets called out to deal with strange phenomenon regularly this book is second to the



Bible in my tool kit. If you are involved in ministry you need a copy of this. If you are a researcher in

this area you need to read this (particularly the preface) before you go out into the field again.Pastor

Baz.

This book gave a very basic understanding of how demonic forces and malevolent entities gain

ground in ones personal lives and homes. It was not only informative but it gave understanding of

hows and whys. This is a fundamental part of performing and kind of exorcism, or cleansing of

homes. This guide not only helpful but with very many prayers of deliverance through out the book.

Different prayers for different spiritual afflictions is offered mostly as guide but not to be used for

exorcisms due to the fact of the dangers involved and unseasoned discernment. All in all if you want

to take a dive into the very real paranormal, and be able to arm yourself a bit in this area. This book

is a great start in that direction. I personally feel a call to ministry and for some reason I cannot

explain a calling to deliver men and woman from evil entities, so for me this book was awesome and

entertaining and easy to understand :D

Okay, maybe this is okay for those who don't know the first thing about exorcism and the Holy

Scriptures.As for those other reviews by pastors on this book,You better spent a lot of time fasting

and praying before trying to exorcise a demonic spirit using this formula!Or you'll get torn to pieces !

This is a relatively basic booklet designed to provide at least some instruction on how to proceed

when investigating or when confronted by the need for possible major or minor exorcism. Its

information is not detailed, which can result in dangerous demonic retaliation against the would be

exorcist and well as to the victim(s) if this this is mistakenly believed to be a complete and reliable

source for conducting a rite of exorcism. Nevertheless, it does provide some of the fundamental and

informative instruction concerning the demonic realm. The reader should be aware that fallen angels

are indeed real, and exorcism is not for amateurs.

He is an investigator and checks possible cases for demonic activity. He determine whether or not a

priest needs to be called in. He does a lot of blessings. He says this is a great reference book for

investigating these cases and determining how to proceed, what blessing to do.

It is what it says it is, a "field guide", though loosely defined. If you're not familiar with Christianity, I'd

suggest another source, as this particular book is written in a way that refers to it heavily.That being



said, it was otherwise entertaining, and has a place on my shelf. Shipped quickly, arrived in good

shape, I have no complaints.

If you want to learn, this is a book you should have and read. Very good field book. I would buy

again
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